Abstract-Static and dynamic hand movements are basic way for human-machine interactions. To recognize and classify these movements, first these movements are captured by the cameras mounted on the augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR) wearable devices. The hand is segmented using segmentation method and its gestures are passed to hand gesture recognition algorithm, which depends on depth-wise separable convolutional neural network for training, testing and finally running smoothly on mobile AR/VR devices, while maintaining the accuracy and balancing the load. A number of gestures are processed for identification of right gesture and to classify the gesture and ignore the all intermittent gestures. With proposed method, a user can write letters and numbers in air by just moving his/her hand in air. Gesture based operations are performed, and trajectory of hand is recorded as handwritten text. Finally, that handwritten text is processed for the text recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are preferably implemented on wearable devices [1] for the sake of immersive user experience. Unlike non-wearable devices, wearable devices are no longer equipped with the conventional input devices, e.g. keyboards, mice, touch panels etc. In order to input commands and texts, speech/voice recognition is a feasible input method. However, speech/voice recognition suffers from many downsides. First, under noisy surroundings, speech recognition is not reliable. Second, for private or sensitive information, e.g. password, it is definitely not a good option. Third, users have to passively accept the asrecognized texts, being unable to change the as-recognized texts. Fourth, for those who cannot talk, they would reject the speech/voice recognition. For the above scenarios, hand gesture recognition is considered as a better choice or a complemental method.
To date, a number of input methods, which are based on the hand gestures, have been proposed. The first one, done by Buchmann et al. [2] , is called "fingARtips", which allows users to interact with virtual objects based on the hand gestures. To track and recognize hand gestures, authors utilized fiducial markers on every fingertip, but the problem with this system is that without the fiducial marker on fingertip this system was unable to detect the fingers. So, this system was not fit for all types of application scenario, because user cannot put fiducial markers every time on fingertips of hand.
An air-writing: wearable handwriting recognition system [3] introduced for AR/VR, where authors proposed a system, which enables user's interaction through 3-diementional handwriting recognition by writing on an imaginary blackboard in air. Authors attached motion sensors, accelerometer and gyroscopes on back of user's hand to capture the handwriting gestures. Authors divided their work in two stages. At first stage spot and recognize the handwriting gestures. Support vector machine (SVM) used to recognized the data segments, which contains handwriting. Secondly use hidden Markov models (HMMs) to generate data from motion sensors to get text representation. The main drawback with this system is user cannot wear motion sensors at every-place and motion sensors need a battery backup or wired electric power to keep them working.
Another system proposed for AR/VR [4] a typing interface based on recognition of typing motion of hands fingers. Authors utilized camera attached on back of AR/VR device to capture the real-world images and an AR/VR keyboard is overlaid on images using AR/VR technology program designed for experiment, which enable users to type on that AR/VR keyboard in AR/VR scenario. In author's proposed method, feature vectors are obtained by utilizing information of time-series optical flows and typing motions are recognized using SVM. Drawbacks with this system are the virtual keyboard, which is always attached on user's hand and fixed area for the user's hand. System is unable recognize the hand other than fixed area.
TypingRing [5] a system proposed by S. Nirjon et al. based on wearable sensor embedded ring, which enables user to type text input in AR/VR using anything such as table, wall, or on his/her lap. This system is compatible with mobile, computer and any other devices having no proper hardware device for text input. Idea of TypingRing is to have user wear the ring on middle finger, and user types text input as if a standard keyboard lying under his/her hands. With the help of embedded sensors, ring determines which key is pressed on AR/VR keyboard. The problems with this system are sensor's battery, which is required to keep sensors active and user must be well trained about typing on keyboard, so all ordinary users cannot use this system easily.
Reifinger et al. [6] introduced the system by utilizing the infrared to detect hands and recognize gestures. During the initialization of the system, user's fingers and hands are equipped with infrared markers. After the tracker tracks markers, a computer internal-system is developed for experimental purpose to generate a model of the AR/VR hand based on the data provided by the trackers. A virtual model of hand created by the system is able to perform in AR/VR scenarios, similar actions performed by user in real world. This method is not feasible for every environment application, because the problem with this system is it needs infrared markers.
Motivated from the said issues, we would like to propose a hand gesture recognition based text input method for AR/VR wearable devices, for which only a camera is needed. A depthwise separable convolutional neural network (CNN) is built for both the hand detection and hand gesture recognition. In the proposed method, several types of hand gesture can be recognized. Associated with the recognized hand gestures, application logic is created. Handwriting can be tracked and sent to the text recognition module for outputting the texts.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Overview Fig. 1 depicts the pipeline of our proposed method in the pictorial form, which is composed of three main tiers. The first tier describes hand detection and segmentation in frame, after which the detected hand is recognized as kinds of hand gestures by CNN. The second tier describes the module to track the hand movement in area of action, and according to gesture state hand trajectory is saved as handwriting in AR/VR scenario. The third tier describes module for text recognition, which takes trajectory record as input and gives the final output as character. 
B. Hand Detection and Segmentation
In computer vision applications hand detection is very important for gesture recognition, especially for our application where the processing power of our targeted devices should be kept in mind. So our work is divided into two parts: (i) hand detection and segmentation and (ii) hand gesture recognition. Hand segmentation deals with separation of user's hand from background in the image. Hand detection and segmentation can be done by many different methods.
Thresholding is applied and described below to separate the hand from the background. Thresholding can be used to extract the object from back ground through assigning each pixel an intensity value to classify the pixel into object or background. Threshold is done on input image according to threshold value by assigning 0 to the pixel value less than threshold and assigning 1 to pixel value greater than threshold. Thus final output is a binary image with all pixels of either 0 or 1. Pixels belonging to 0 are considered as background while pixels belonging to 1 are considered as the object. In our case object is user's hand. Threshold value plays a very crucial role and we have used most experimented thresholding values for segmentation of hand. We have used the binary threshold technique to detect and segment our hand from the background which is proven to be very fast, accurate and robust in different and complex lightening conditions [7] . 
C. Hand Gesture Recognition
Rapid development of the AR/VR and mobile technology has increased the need of CNN architecture to meet the requirements of AR/VR applications and devices. In order to perform image processing task easily, compact and light CNNs are designed. The segmented hand image is fed to our redesigned small CNN based on MobileNet [8] architecture. MobileNet is a type of CNN introduced by Google for mobile devices. Keeping in mind that the depth-wise separable design and architecture of MobileNet, we propose ARHandNet, which takes an input image of 224 x 224 and output still of 4 types. After input, all data pass through a convolutional layer followed by depthwise separable convolutional layer, details of which are given in expanded block diagrams. In convolution layer data firstly pass through a convolution of 3 x 3 and then BatchNorm and ReLU layers, and in depthwise separable layer data pass through a 3 x 3 depthwise convolution followed by BatchNorm and ReLU, and then a convolution of 1 x 1 along with BatchNorm and ReLU layers. SET dst(x,y) to maxValue // assign max value 3. ELSE 4.
SET dst(x,y) to ZERO// assign zero value One thing must be cleared here is that depthwise convolution applies a single filter to each input channel and 1 x 1 convolution with BatchNorm and ReLU combines the outputs of the depthwise convolution. There are totally 4 convolutional layers and 4 depthwise separable layers in our redesigned model, and data pass continuously through all of these layers. Next, there is an average polling layer to select the average value from neurons and following which, a FC layer is used to detect specific global configurations of the features detected by the lower layers in the network model. In the last, a softmax layer is employed to output 4 gesture categories.
The mathematical formulation of convolution, pointwise convolution, depthwise convolution and separable convolution are given below by [9] , (here we represent the element-wise product by ⨀ symbol) After input, data firstly pass through convolutional layers, each of which followed by a depthwise separable convoluntional layer, and then an average pooling, FC layer, and finally the out of 4 to get our four required gesture as output. As detailed in the expanded blocks, every convolutional layer contains a 3 x 3 conv followed by Batchnormal and ReLU ,while depthwise separable layer contains a depthwise convoluiton followed by Batchnormal and ReLU along with a 1 x 1 convolution with Bactnormal and Relu.
D. Hand Gesture Definition and Dataset
In terms of gestures to input text for an AR device, few predefined gestures are required to perform particular task. For this purpose, four hand gestures are defined in the dataset collected by our team. In the dataset named ARHand-dataset, every 300 images are collected from one of seven people for each gesture for training the CNN model while every 50 images are collected in the same way for testing. Thus, as listed in Table 1 , a total number of 8400 images and 1400 images are utilized to perform the desired task for training and testing, separately. 
III. RESULTS AND TRAINING

A. Platform
Python Keras on top of TensorFlow is used to design and train our CNN model. The hardware specifications are itemized in Table 2 . Our work is decomposed into two phases: (i) CNN model design and training which are done on Windows 10 with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6600U CPU @ 2.6 GHz using Keras backend Tensorflow with ARHand-dataset, and (ii) deployment on iOS, where the platform is switched to iMac Pro (2017) macOS Mojave with Processor of 3.2 GHz Intel Xeon W and 32 GB 2666 MHz DDR4 RAM. Deployment on iOS is achieved with CoreML library to covert (.h5) file into (.mlmodel) file.
B. Running Logic
To use the proposed text input method for AR/VR devices, user needs to put his/her hand within the sight of camera mounted on the AR/VR device. User is required to give input gesture to initialize the writing in air, stop gesture to stop writing process, delete gesture to remove wrong input or remove space from words and similarly turn to recognize gesture to send drawn pattern to character recognition module User needs to perform all proposed gestures to complete the process of inputting the text with this system. User is able to see the input stream of characters on the output area. Fig 5 shows the logic states of the program during the execution. 
C. Training Accuracy & Loss
ARHandNet is designed and trained with python for machine learning on a Windows based system, whose hardware specifications are detailed in Table II . The proposed ARHandNet is trained on ARHand dataset detailed in Table I . After training, desired accuracy is achieved, and model (.h5) and weights (.h5) files of trained model are saved. In terms of accuracy, the proposed model performs as desired. ARHandNet is designed as a small network model based on MobileNet architecture for low-power devices for AR/VR. During training, different configurations are experimented to achieve the most accurate output. After a number of experiments, our network model achieves 100% training, 94.3% validation accuracy and 0% training, 2% validation loss with experimental configuration of 150 epochs with 20 steps per epoch and 15 validation steps to achieve the desired results.
To test the developed text input method in AR/VR scenario, it is implemented on iOS. For this purpose, iOS CoreML development toolkit is employed for image processing and machine learning. Firstly, ARHandNet trained in keras model (.h5) is converted into CoreML (.mlmodel) file using iMac Pro hardware, whose details are mentioned in Table II . We successfully tested the method on iPhone 7 Plus. Furthermore, the proposed text input method is tested for more than 3000 shapes of characters. The average accuracy for shapes are listed in Table III.   TABLE III. ACCURACY FOR ALPHABETS AND CHARACTERS
Alphabet/Number Accuracy (%)
A-Z, a-z
92.30
0-9
93.05
IV. CONCLUSIONS Hand gesture based text input method is proposed for wearable AR/VR devices. In the proposed method hand is detected and segmented using well known binary threshold technique. To recognize the hand gesture a small light weight depth-wise separable CNN is designed, especially for low processing power AR/VR wearable devices based on the architecture of MobileNet dubbed as ARHandNet. Training of ARHandNet is done with ARHand-dataset which achieved 100% training and 94.3% validation accuracy, while training loss is 0% and validation loss is 2%. Segmented hand is fed to CNN for recognition of hand gesture. According to recognized gesture, hand trajectory is recorded and saved as an image. Finally, that hand written text is send to text recognition module for recognition. The text input method is tested on iOS for testing purpose, and over 3000 characters and alphabets are tested and an average accuracy of 92.3% and 93.05% are achieved for (a-z, A-Z) and (0-9), respectively, are recorded as per experiment. 
